dewalt
The DXH70CFAV Forced-air Propane
Heater is cordless! It works with all DEWALT
20V MAX or FLEXVOLT batteries and runs
more than eight hours on a fully charged 5.0Ah battery. Its patent-pending Quiet Burner
Technology is about 50 percent quieter than
most forced air units. It runs at 68,000 BTU/
hr. on high using a 20-pound LP tank. Hose
and regulator are included.

lind equipment
Lind Equipment’s new Beacon LED
Tower is the first light tower to be built
by a lighting company, not a generator company. The Beacon can run on
external electrical power or a usersupplied small generator/inverter. These
lights are warrantied for three years and
rated for over 50,000 hours.

hitachi
Hitachi’s new 18V Brushless
3 1/4-inch model CB18DBLP4
band saw is designed for fast,
accurate and smooth cuts
through conduit, steel pipes,
power cables, aluminum window
frames and plastics. It achieves a
variable speed from 260 to 640
sfpm. It can cut up to 3 1/4-inch
round pipe and 3 1/8-inch square
pipe. It weighs 6.45 pounds without battery and also has overload
and overheat protection.

www.beaconledtower.com

www.hitachi-powertools.com

www.dewalt.com

National Nail/ stinger
Stinger introduces the newly upgraded CH38-2 cap
hammer, fine-tuned for durability and performance. The
CH38-2 has been enhanced with increased internal
handle strength, an improved staple design, track and
spring, stronger welds and an added handle grip. The
CH38-2 has a fastener capacity of 168 1-inch collated
plastic caps and 3/8-inch crown staples.

mitek usp
INCREDI-BOND high-strength, non-sagging twocomponent epoxy for almost all household materials
is moisture-insensitive, has a two-year shelf life when
stored unopened between 40 and 95 degrees. It
offers over 1,000 psi bond strength in two days, has
a quick cure time of two hours and a working time of
20 minutes.

bon tool
Bon Tool’s new line of Italian-made
brushes are designed for decorative plaster
techniques such as Venetian splatter and
white wash finishing. Multiple brush sizes
are available for each of the six new brush
styles: American-style flat brush; Milano
ceiling brush; Italian white wash brush;
Vento oval brush; 2 1/4-inch Venetian
splatter brush; and 2 3/4-inch Venetian
splatter brush.

www.mitek-us.com

www.bontool.com

www.stingerworld.com
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surface shields
The Surface Shields Builder Board Seamer
upright tape applicator is perfect for quickly
seaming sheets of surface protection together.
It has an all metal frame, a construction-grade
plastic tape spindle, a durable rubber bottom
roller and a soft grip handle. It weighs about
10 pounds and reduces installation time by
more than 60 percent. Its nearly 4-foot height
makes it easy to use.
www.surfaceshields.com

snap-on industrial
The new model PT850 lightweight 1/2-inch air
impact wrench from Snap-on Industrial features
a balanced ergonomic design and cushion-grip
handle for continuous comfortable use. Weighing just 4.2 pounds, it delivers 600 foot-pounds
of torque forward and 810 pounds in reverse. It
features slow anvil start-up, a large regulator knob
and uses 4.1 cfm to deliver 1,270 bpm.

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

www1.snapon.com/industrial

cs unitec
CS Unitec’s 4.0-horsepower chain saw and pipe
clamp system is ideal for
clean, straight and oil-free
cutting of High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) heavy-wall pipe. Model 5 1027 0040 PC has a chain
brake to stop chain kickback. The clamp holds the saw to the pipe for
straight cuts and safe operation. It consumes 92 cfm of air at 90 psi and
comes with a 25-inch bar. Other bars are available:15-, 17- and 21-inch.

gearwrench
GearWrench announces two
new Mechanics Hand Tool
Sets, including a 168-piece
Metric set and a 232-piece
Metric/SAE set. Both are
easy to transport and allow
automotive technicians and
industrial mechanics a way to
easily access tools to get the
job done no matter where they
are needed.

www.csunitec.com

www.gearwrench.com

dynabrade
New American-made 12,000-rpm Dynorbital
Extreme series random orbital sanders claim
the best horsepower ratings in their class.
Available in 5- and 6-inch diameter models,
they are available in non-vacuum and central
vacuum models. A 3/16-inch-diameter orbit
is offered for general sanding applications and
a 3/32-inch-diameter orbit is also available for
ultra-fine sanding.

5X
DESIGN
FACTOR

www.dynabrade.com

SMALLER IS BETTER

USA

Tested
and Assembled
from imported
Components

DRILL HOLES IN MORE PLACES WITH THE ULTRA LOW PROFILE
HMD130 MAGNETIC DRILL

ONE STOP SHOP
HOISTS
RIGGING
HARDWARE
SLINGS

877-LIFT AMH

Pilot Light

allmaterialhandling.com

Includes Operator Safety System

800-426-7818 SERVICE • INTEGRITY • RELIABILITY HOUGEN.COM
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senco
SENCO WhisperGrip subfloor nails
feature a patented step ring design that
was originally developed in collaboration
with the manufactured housing industry
to better grip subfloor and sheathing
material, maximize holding power and
reduce squeaks. They come in 2-, 2
3/8- and 2 1/2-inch lengths for 15degree SENCO coil nailers.

NEXT GENERATION SEALANT TECHNOLOGY

www.senco.com
koolgator
KOOLGATOR full-and half-size cooling
towels with the same great customization and branding options as cooling
neck wraps. Every KOOLGATOR order
starts with white fabric that is then digitally
printed in full color. Print your company
logo, marketing messages, safety slogans,
photos or anything you want over the entire
product.
www.koolgator.com

THE NEXT
GENERATION OF
SEALANT TECHNOLOGY
IS HERE
BONDS TO WET SURFACES
AGGRESSIVE ADHESION
NO SOLVENTS
LOW VOCS

kreg tool
The Kreg Accu-Cut offers an easy-to-use, affordable
solution that provides the cutting performance of a table saw
at a fraction of the price. The portable, durable Accu-Cut
allows you to take your saw to the work piece to rip, crosscut
and make angled cuts up to 48 inches, instead of having to
bring your work piece to the saw. Anti-slip/anti-chip strips hold
the track securely in place without clamps while cutting and
prevent splintering of fragile plywood veneers.

LEARN ABOUT OUR
PROFESSIONAL GRADE
FEATURES ONLINE
WWW.XTRABONDGENX.COM

www.kregtool.com

www.ContractorSupplyMagazine.com

walter surface technologies
Walter Surface Technologies introduces the Xcavator with Comfort Max
Technology, a uniquely engineered grinding wheel that reduces grinding time
while increasing operator comfort and
productivity in industrial metalworking
applications. Comfort Max Technology
helps minimize vibration and provides
operators with more comfortable,
ergonomic working conditions, without
sacrificing performance and safety.
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legacy Flexzilla
Flexzilla Pro Field Repairable Air Hose
features extreme all-weather flexibility,
from -40 to 140 degrees, won’t kink under
pressure with a durable, abrasion-resistant
outer cover. The hose ends are reusable
and the hose itself can be repaired quickly
in the field by using a splicer or cutting out
the damaged section and reattaching the
hose end. Hose ends can also be replaced
if worn or damaged.
www.flexzilla.com

ULTRA CLEAR
FORMULA

TRANSLUCENT
FORMULA

